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FALL 2013/ WINTER 2014



Maureen Sullivan Delivered Keynote at Fall Meeting Former ALA and ACRL president, Maureen Sullivan, gave the keynote address during the fall meeting held at Pittsburgh Technical Institute (PTI). She offered a thought provoking view of the many challenges facing the profession such as how the role of librarians has changed, yet the perception of the profession has not changed with the times. She also stressed the importance of building relationships with partners outside the library. With her clear-sighted wisdom she encouraged the audience to move forward even with the challenges ahead. Upon completion of her remarks, Maureen opened the floor up for comments and questions. An excellent and informative discussion took place. As we left the venue and headed back to the airport Maureen commented that was “one of the best open sessions, with excellent questions, I’ve ever had.” Thank you to all who attended. Mark Scott Chapter President Inside this issue: CFP Spring Conference



See page three for a list of all presenters and presentations from the Fall Meeting.
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National Award for WVU Librarian
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Dr. Who at Duquesne
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Cultural Diversity
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RMU Renovations
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WPWVC/ ACRL Chapter Website Updates Our website got a fresh face with a new layout and design. Each month, our homepage will feature a tour of an academic library, called Library Crawl, which helps members familiarize themselves with like institutions. We also tweet (@wpwvcacrl) about programs and events of associated libraries as well as pertinent information to academic libraries to inspire our members. Presentation materials from past events are now linked to our Events page. Don´t see yours linked? Please contact [email protected]. Visit the updated website: http://wpwvcacrl.org/ Stephanie C Gillespie, Website Manager
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Chapter News Call for Proposals: WPWVC/ ACRL Spring Conference– Deadline February 7, 2014.



The WPWVC/ACRL Program Committee is accepting proposals for our 2014 Spring Conference Program -- *The Student-Centered Academic Library* -- at Bethany College (Bethany, WV) on June 6. We invite proposals for 45-minute presentations and 10-minute lightning round talks, as well as a graduate student poster session, addressing any aspect of academic libraries, including administration, access services, collection development, instruction, reference, and technical services. The lightning round talks offer the opportunity to present even if you don't have enough content to fill an entire 45minute session. Proposals related to the program theme are encouraged, but all topics are welcomed. Please submit a proposal (max. 200 words) at http://tinyurl.com/wpwvcSpring14CFP by February 7, 2014. Notifications of acceptance will be made by March 1, 2014, after a blind peer-review process. All selected presenters will receive a reduced conference registration rate. Questions about presentations and submissions may be directed to the Program Committee 



Upcoming Elections The Nomination Committee is ready to start work for the 2014 elections. Nominations will be sought for: Vice President/President Elect, Secretary, Member at Large Pennsylvania, and Member at Large West Virginia. Please consider names for nomination or if you would be willing to run for an office. Contact Allyson McKee for more information: [email protected] Submitted by Allyson McKee



Opportunities to host WPWVC/ ACRL Events



Are you interested in hosting a future chapter event – meeting or webinar – at your institution? Please contact the Program Committee at [email protected]
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WPWVC/ ACRL Fall Meeting Presenters and Presentations The Future of the Library System: Challenges and Opportunities Fall 2013, November 1 at Pittsburgh Technical Institute, PA Keynote: "The Future of the Library System: Challenges and Opportunities" Maureen Sullivan (Organizational Development Consultant & Professor of Practice, Simmons College, MA) PRESENTATIONS: “Effective Faculty Outreach and Collaboration: Our Reinvigorated Library Liaison Program” Brad Coffield (Assistant Information Services Librarian, Saint Francis University) "Chromebooks @ McCartney Library" Kyle Breneman (Reference and Instruction Librarian, Geneva College) “Use of Information Instruction Tools with Complex Online Research Resources” Lois Kepes (Subject Specialist Librarian, University of Pittsburgh) Dawnlyn Diehl (MLIS Intern, University of Pittsburgh) "Collaborating with Faculty to Create and Implement a Problem-Based Learning Assignment” Kate Wenger (Reference Librarian, Chatham University) Dana Mastroianni (Reference & Web Librarian, Chatham University)



Library News University of Pittsburgh’s E-Journal Publishing Program Open Access Expansion The University Library System, University of Pittsburgh’s E-Journal Publishing Program has expanded its open access journal offerings in the year 2013 and continues to grow. The ULS currently publishes 34 scholarly journals, 31 of which are open access, and is working with new publishing partners to add several new journals in 2014. The E-Journal Publishing Program is part of the ULS’s commitment to supporting researchers in the production and sharing of knowledge and its mission to promote free and immediate access to scholarly information. The ULS partners with scholars and societies both locally and internationally to produce highquality journals using the Open Journal Systems (OJS) software, which channels the flow of scholarly content from initial author



submissions through peer review and final online publication and indexing. The platform also provides a vast set of reading tools to extend the use of scholarly content through RSS feeds and postings to social media outlets. Working with Plum Analytics, the ULS has pioneered the use of altmetrics in OJS with a widget to visualize the impact of an article not only with citation counts, but also with social media mentions and downloads. In partnership with the Rehabilitation Engineering Research Center at the University of Pittsburgh, the International Journal of Telerehabilitation is a ULSpublished journal that was accepted into PubMed Central in 2013. Of particular interest to WPWVC/ ACRL members, the Pennsylvania Library Association (PaLA) partners



with the ULS to produce the journal Pennsylvania Libraries: Research and Practice (PaLRaP). Other partnerships of interest include: Nazarbayev University in Kazakhstan to publish the Central Asian Journal of Global Health, the Consortium of Indonesian Universities-Pittsburgh to publish the journal Excellence in Higher Education, and the Fonds Ricoeur to publish the philosophy journal RicoeurStudies.



For more information on the program and to view our entire collection of published e-journals, visit http:// library.pitt.edu/e-journals Submitted by Lauren Brittany Collister
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Blake Collection at Marshall receives Civil War-era items Dr. and Mrs. John O'Brien, from the eastern panhandle of West Virginia, have given a group of items and books to the Rosanna Blake Collection, part of Marshall University's Special Collection department housed in the Morrow Library. "These donations are significant and will help maintain the standing of the Blake Collection as one of the outstanding Confederate and southern collections outside of the National Archives," said Jack Dickinson, curator of the Blake collection. Dickinson said the most prominent item is an engraved bronze shield by Adalbert J. Volck, a well-known engraver and illustrator during the Civil War. It is engraved "To the Brave Women of the South," and features vignettes of Civil War home scenes. Volck produced only two other similar shields. The third important item is a lithographic print of 1865, titled "The Outbreak of the Rebellion in the United States, 1861." In addition to these three items the gift also included 210 volumes, representing the rest of the donors' complete Civil War library. (The O'Briens had previously donated more than 100 volumes and numerous other historical items.) For questions or an appointment to visit the Blake Collection, phone 304-696-3097, or the Special Collections Circulation Desk at 304-696-2343, or e-mail the department mailbox at [email protected]. See more at: http://www.marshall.edu/ucomm/universitycommunications-press-release-2/? pressid=3348#sthash.rmVCHwI4.dpuf (Top) Detail of the engraved shield, which was produced by Adalbert J. Volck, a wellknown engraver and illustrator during the Civil War. (Bottom): Jack Dickinson is curator of the Rosanna Blake Collection in the special collection department of Marshall University Libraries.



Submitted by Monica Brooks
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Library News WVU’s Rare Books Curator One of 10 Nationally to Receive “I Love My Librarian” Award In a national celebration of beloved librarians, West Virginia University’s rare books curator is among the top 10. Harold Forbes was named one of 10 winners of the “I Love My Librarian” Award by the Carnegie Corp. of New York and The New York Times, through the American Library Association. Forbes’ colleagues say he clearly deserves the award, which recognizes select librarians for service to their communities, schools and campuses. Forbes, who is also associate curator of the West Virginia and Regional History Center, has served at WVU since 1973 when he was hired as assistant curator and will retire at the end of the month. In that time, his work has ranged from assisting thousands of students and faculty with research in the collection, preserving history by collecting and converting to microfilm newspapers from throughout the state, making the University’s rare book room more accessible to the public and students, and contributing to the WVU Press’ West Virginia Classics series. “Receiving this award confirms the significance and success of the two missions I have had for the past 40 years,” Forbes said. “One mission was making accessible to all researchers the historical documents of West Virginia and the remarkable rare book collection housed at the University Libraries. My other mission was collecting and preserving rare books, new books, manuscripts, photographs and all the other materials that document West Virginia’s history and culture. More than missions, these were my obsessions. “I love books and I love libraries, so my career has truly been fulfilling. Pursuing this career in my home state of West Virginia has been an honor and a privilege.” While his contributions span academic fields, it is his personal attention that those around the University, state and academia point to first. Stewart Plein became a special collections librarian largely due to Harold Forbes, she wrote in the award’s application. She was a library volunteer who asked to work with rare books and was able to work with Forbes to analyze the newly arrived Bacon Collection. “From this first project onwards, Harold gave me freedom,” Plein said. “He gave me the freedom to touch, to explore, to research, to develop and to create.” Associate Professor Marilyn Francus says her English students have been able to learn and become excited by cultural treasures as she brings them to the rare book room to learn from Forbes surrounded by books that are hundreds of years old. “None of this would be possible without Harold, who provides the framework and support for my students to engage in the intellectual work that they need to do.” Interim Dean of Libraries Myra Lowe said Forbes’ name is synonymous with rare books at WVU. He took over the “outstanding” collection in the 1990s, reviewed, preserved and opened up this cultural resource to many more than were using it at the time. It is also his ability to build relationships with the researchers he assists that makes him an excellent librarian, Lowe said. “That’s especially what research librarians aspire to—to be that kind of helpful professional,” she said. “And that’s certainly characteristic of Harold.” John Cuthbert, curator of the West Virginia and Regional History Center, and Forbes’ supervisor, agreed. “Harold is not only a remarkable librarian but also a remarkably fine person,” he said. “He has a mild, disarming demeanor and genuineness of character that make him almost instantly endearing to all who make his acquaintance. “He is a people person, not so much in extroverted gregariousness as in his sincere ‘simpatico’ concern for others and in his desire to help them succeed in all endeavors.” Read more about the award and Harold Forbes on the “I Love My Librarian” website: http://www.ilovelibraries.org/ lovemylibrarian/2013/13winners



Submitted by Monte Maxwell
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#DUQtorWho Takes Over Gumberg Library November 2013 brought more than turkey and thanks to Gumberg Library…it also brought the Doctor. Dozens of them, in fact. Gumberg Library teamed up with English Professor Dr. Anthony Adams and the Duquesne University Red Masquers student theatre company to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the BBC classic, Doctor Who. Over 80 participants attended the event which featured a themed costume contest, discussion of a classic Doctor Who episode, a “build your own TARDIS” craft table and, of course, birthday cake. Dr. Adams led discussion of a classic episode Doctor Who episode, Genesis of the Daleks, using clips shown during the gathering. Afterward, students voted for Best Doctor, Best Doctor/Companion Duo, and Most Unique costume. Prizes ranged from Doctor Who themed posters, shirt, and journal, to the top prize of tickets to the 50th anniversary 3-D screening of Day of the Doctor. Part of the event’s preparation and marketing began with a comprehensive Doctor Who LibGuide. Adapted by librarians Jessica Smith and Diana Sasso, the guide features a breakdown of the series with details about the show’s characters, a timeline of the series from classic to new, and information specific to the event at Gumberg. A display of selected science fiction books, DVDs and CDs was set up on the library’s main floor to highlight Gumberg’s collection. Also leading up to the event was a social media campaign using the hashtag #DUQtorWho to share updates, pictures and even a short promo video of the iconic villains, the Daleks, taking over the library. The video went “viral” on the Gumberg Library Facebook page with over 700 views! To view the guide and watch the video, visit this link: http://guides.library.duq.edu/DrWho. Students were vocal in their interest during the live event. They also took to social media to share their pictures with the life-sized cutout Dalek, making their own TARDIS, and posing with other Whovians. Images taken and posted online by the Red Masquers were even retweeted by the official Doctor Who Tumblr page! This 50th Anniversary event succeeded in fostering a partnership with faculty and student groups, encouraged the use of the library’s collection, and provided a forum for discussion (using social media as well as the moderated discussion) of ethical dilemmas depicted in the popular television series that are also present in today’s society. Submitted by Jessica Smith
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Kanawha Valley Community and Technical College Cultural Diversity Week This year I was asked to apply for the Diversity for Equity grant offered by West Virginia's Higher Education Policy Commission and received funds (hooray!). Cultural Diversity Week rocked! We had outstanding student, faculty and staff participation and the even the new media attended. Our most successful events were: The Diversity Tree: The Diversity Tree was created out of an old, square shredder box, cardboard tubes from rolls of fabric donated by an upholstery shop, brown craft paper and lots of adhesive spray. The ‘leaves’ were stock paper cutouts of hands. I walked around campus and asked students, faculty and staff to trace their hands because no two hands are the same. My student worker diligently cut all 250 hands out. We attached quotes about culture and diversity to the base of the tree and had everyone on campus fill out a hand with: their name, their culture or heritage, and their favorite tradition and attach it to the tree with tape. We ordered T-Shirts sporting our logo and the phrase “Celebrate Diversity” which were given out to all who put a hand on the tree. The Snake and the Pot (Belly dancer and Drummer): This group performed Tuesday afternoon for a crowd of over 100 students, faculty and staff. At the end of the performance they invited the participants to come forward and learn a few moves; also very popular! West Virginia Cloggers: One of our faculty members is a member of this clogging group and they did a performance in our foyer Monday afternoon. Over 100 people attended this event. Each dance was preceded by its history and evolution of the steps. The ages of the members ranged from 4 – 70 years! Our other events were: Night showing of “The Secret Life of Bees”: Our book club chose this as their first book of the year and helped with the set up for our movie night. We purchased the rights and showed the film. This event was not heavily attended (about 20 people) but did spark discussion both during and after the film, so it was definitely a success. Take a Culture, Leave a Culture: Everyone was encouraged to bring an item representing their culture or heritage, leave it at the table and take something they found interesting. All sorts of items were swapped: key chains, books, pins, stories, trinkets. What I’ll do differently next time: Create a committee. Leave procrastination to the dogs. Advertise within classes more. Submitted by Kathleen Phillips
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Robert Morris Extreme Makeover



The main floor of the Robert Morris University (RMU) Library underwent an “Extreme Makeover” type renovation over the RMU winter break, which was only four weeks in duration. In what was referred to as an “aggressive timeline,” the reference and circulation departments were dismantled and replaced with an updated research room, a consolidated library desk, new librarian offices, a separate quiet study area, and a 24/7 library commons space equipped with student workstations and wired tables. In preparation for the renovation, the RMU librarians and library staff packed and unpacked over 2000 boxes of reference books, oversized books, bound/ loose journals, government documents, and microforms. The project finished on schedule and the RMU community was regularly updated on the renovation progress via Facebook and Twitter. Check out the before and after Flipagram at: http://flipagram.com/f/6veZruPbBl#



Chapter Mission



This Chapter is to be a forum for and an advocate of academic and research librarians and library personnel and all other information professionals that serve academic and research libraries who live or work in the region of western Pennsylvania and all of West Virginia. The purpose of the Chapter is to: 1) provide opportunities for the professional growth of its members by conducting workshops, conferences, programs, etc. 2) encourage the exchange of ideas and information relating to library development and issues. 3) disseminate educational information oriented to academic and research librarians. 4) support and participate in, where appropriate, other regional and local organizations in the region.



Visit the Chapter website: http://wpwvcacrl.org
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